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“Unless world leaders take immediate and 

coordinated action, modern industry will 

lock the world into a calamitous 

temperature rise of up to six degrees C. 

In such a world, demand for energy, 

food, and water will overwhelm the 

planet”

Nov 2011 study from IEA

April 2012 study from OECD



Costs to Canada likely to exceed $5 billion in 2020 and 

21 Billion by 2050 - National Round Table on the 

Environment and the Economy (NRTEE),



Moisture deficits 



Pine beetle infestation

Millions of acres of pines infected with beetles





65 million people on the move

Almost 4 thousand die every year in 

Mediterranean  



Countries 

most 

affected by 

climate 

change 

1996 to 

2015







Global Subsidies

IMF: $5.3 trillion a  year to the fossil industries 

That 2015 number was 2x the 2011 number

That’s $10 million a minute



New analysis of data: instead of an additional ton of 

carbon benefiting the agriculture sector by $2.70, it 

damages the economy by $8.50. 

Averaging multiple models puts the overall Social 

Cost of Carbon in the range of $40/ton.



If we insist on ruining the planet, 

we have to stop calling ourselves 

A superior species



Challenge: 

Time frame

Normal 

penetration 

rates are 

way too 

slow 



The science is uncertain



The science does not matter 

Let’s assume that the climate sceptics 

are right

Don’t go to the casino on those odds

If all that you care about is maximizing 

profit, you will do exactly what you 

would do if you were scared to death 

about climate



Sustainability

is not about

the plight

of these guys . 

. .

It’s about 

business





Economic Realities:

Saving energy strengthens the entire economy



Investing for the Next 
Economy

German Economics

Greenhouse

Gasses Down, 

GDP Up.

Major industrial 

economy 

now fully 

engaged in 

wholesale 

transition to 

renewables



Risky Business

Damages from storms, flooding, and heat waves 

are already costing local economies billions of 

dollars

Highlights climate risks to specific business 

sectors and regions of the economy, provides 

actionable data at geographically granular level. 

Calls on American business and investment 

community to factor climate change into its 

decision-making process.



2014 CDP report:

S&P 500 companies that build 

sustainability into their core strategies 

outperform those that fail to show 

leadership.  

Corporations that are actively managing 

and planning for climate change secure an 

18% higher return on investment (ROI) 

than companies that aren’t 

67% higher than companies who refuse to 

disclose their emissions. 



Unilever, Apple. Google, Ikea, Walmart....

Committed to be 100% renewably powered





Almost half of the world’s wealth now owned by 

just one percent of the population



We have all the technologies we need 

to solve all the challenges facing humanity



“Washington won’t 

determine the fate of 

our ability to meet our 

Paris commitment.”

- Michael Bloomberg



More than 1,000 cities committed to 100% renewable energy –

urban environments responsible for 70% GHG and energy 

consumption



Dardesheim, Germany - 100% renewable

Wildpoldsried produces 

321% more energy than it 

uses; makes $5.7 million 

each year



Similkameen Valley – no solar



A typical community spends more than 20 

percent of its gross income on energy—and 80 

percent of those dollars immediately leave the 

local area.











http://toolkit.bc.ca/success-stories

The village of Harrison Hot Springs became 

the first carbon neutral municipality in BC.

But it did so through buying carbon offsets

Revelstoke is using woodwaste to power a 

district heating system, cleaning the air and 

insulating residents from propane increases 



A greener economy already employs almost 10 

million - more than fossil fuel, creating jobs 17x faster 

than rest of US economy.

It could create between up to 60 million jobs 

worldwide over the next two decades

At least half of the global workforce will be affected 

in some way by 2030

2012 ILO



“Recognizing and 
planning fairly 

and sustainably 
for the huge 
changes that 

climate change 
policies will have 

for the whole 
economy.”

- European Trade 
Union 

Confederation





Fossil Fuels Divestment

Dec 2016: $5 trillion divested: 

Arabella Advisors

That is double the amount a year ago

“It is entirely plausible, even 

predictable, that continuing to hold 

equities in fossil fuel companies will be 

ruled negligence.”

- Bevis Longstreth, former 

Commissioner of the Securities and 

Exchange Commission



In Canada, more than 30, universities, faith-

based organizations, NGOs, philanthropic 

groups and other institutions have committed 

to go fossil fuel-free, including Laval 

University in Montreal, the Canadian Medical 

Association and the Windsor University 

Faculty Association. Divestment campaigns 

exist at the universities of Toronto, McGill, 

Victoria and Simon Fraser



CHGX





New Rule

• What needs to be done is not incrementally 

reasonable

• It will challenge decision-makers who have grown 

up in a political culture of compromise

• We need to confront the terror of the situation 

before we come to a real solution



Amount of carbon emitted per unit of GDP is 

declining around the world



We have achieved a universal legal 

agreement to limit future man-made 

climate change, the greatest existential 

threat to life on earth



Visit: www.natcapsolutions.org

Natural Capitalism Solutions



95% of experts on the economics of climate change 

said U.S. should follow through on Paris pledges. 

NYU economists calculated that climate policies of 

other nations have already benefited the U.S. 

economy by more than $200 billion. 

The pledges other nations have made in the Paris 

climate accord could save the United States more 

than $2 trillion by 2030 and more than $10 trillion 

by 2050.





Does it 

matter?





The five states that get the largest percentage of 

their power from wind turbines — Iowa, Kansas, 

South Dakota, Oklahoma and North Dakota — all 

voted for Trump. So did Texas, which produces the 

most wind power in absolute terms. 69 percent of 

the wind power produced in the country comes 

from states that Trump carried



Nov 4 2020

Earliest that the US can actually leave the Paris 

Accord. This is one day after the next election

January 2021

If a new president enters the White House on Jan. 

20, 2021, he or she could easily submit a written 

notice to the United Nations that the United States 

would like to rejoin the Paris accord. Within 30 days, 

the United States could re-enter the agreement and 

submit a new pledge for how the country plans to 

tackle climate change.



Republican Mayor of Miami, Thomas Regalado

“This is the time to talk about climate change. This is 

the time that the President and the EPA and 

whoever makes decisions needs to talk about 

climate change. If this isn't climate change, I don't 

know what is. This is a truly, truly poster child for 

what is to come."



We Are Still In 

Nine states,

240+ cities,

~350 universities

1000+ companies 

representing 

120 million 

Americans and 

35% of carbon 

emissions  



Each person must see himself as though the 

entire world were held in balance and any deed 

he may do could tip the scales 

Maimonides



Dr. Anders Wijkman



LanzaTech

Capturing carbon, fueling growth
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Gas Feed 

Stream

Compression Fermentation Recovery Product
Tank

Proprietary

Microbe

✓Steel 

✓Refining

✓Ferroalloy



2017 2018



Recycle Make

CCU

“C
C

S
”

Enabling the Circular Economy



We’re still going to need 

airline fuels



F-18 Green Hornet flying on Sustainable Fuels’ oil seed fuel/ jet 

fuel mix – 60 – 75 million barrels of jet fuel/ year

The military’s use of biofuels could generate $10 billion in 

economic activity and create thousands of jobs by 2020.



In nature carbon is not 

the world’s greatest 

poison



Significance of Oil and Gas 

Investments
• Late 1980’s seven of top ten companies in SP 500 were oil and 

gas

• Today, only one – Exxon Mobil

• Exxon from 70’s to early 90’s drove the Standard and Poors Index

• From late 1990’s to 2014 led the index, no longer dominated 
Since 2014 Exxon has lagged the SP 500

• Most Institutional Funds hold between 1.5% and 2.0% of Equities 
in Exxon. Additional Private Equity and Bonds.
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Crude Oil Prices - 70 Year Historical Chart



Exxon Performance 2006-2011

Trajectory Peaks and Troughs

Revenues Down 2011: $486 billion; 2015: $268 billion

Costs of Production Up Conv. +100%; Oil Sands: 50%; Syn: +33%

Net Income Down 2008: $45 billion; 2015 $16 billion

Debt Up Average 2006-2013: $8 bil; Today: $29 bil

End of Year Cash Down 2007:$33.98 bil, 2015: $3.7

Capital Investment Down 2013: $34 billion; 2015: $26 billion
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Exxon: Free Cash Flow to Equity to Total Share Distributions 
(2011-2015)

Free Cash Flow to Equity Total Share Distributions

Free Cash Flow to Equity Does Not 

Cover Shareholder Payouts



How Should Fiduciaries 

Respond to Financial Issues?

• For large funds Exxon holdings between: 

$500 million and $2 billion in equities. 

– 2% of equity investment

• Also holding corporate debt and private 

equity? Wide variations.

• Also bonds are heavily into fossil fuels 
69



Response Option
Why shareholders should act: financial fundamentals are showing 
stress, with weak outlook for a large company in a large industry. 

1) Exxon is a significant holding; 

2) 2) it is illustrative of oil and gas holdings overall which increase 
importance in portfolio; 

3) 3) passively managed indexes are inadequate tools to handle 
magnitude of changes without significant losses; 

4) 4) bonds and private equity investments are also at stake.

Basic Question: What is management’s plan to turnaround oil, oil 
sands and natural gas operations? 
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Divestment

Heirs of oil magnate John D. Rockefeller

Decided Sept 2015 

to divest their family 

fund of fossil-fuel 

Investments

$3.4 trillion pledged to 

be divested before Paris 

Climate COP



Deutsche Bank: solar costs, 

already very competitive, to fall 

40% in next four years. 

Grantham: Before 2030, 

investment growth in fossil 

fuels will have stopped.



Moody’s estimates that as much as $114 trillion 

in finance will be needed over the next for the 

clean energy transition.
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Source  http://futrs.com/future-trend-news/solar-energy-news?start=10

Warren Buffett has close to

10% of Berkshire’s 

market cap in renewables:

“The fuel is free.” 

Buffett dramatically cut Exxon, 

other fossil fuels shares.


